
COLOR STUDY
氅ᜋ䋿涢

  Through the  researches,  studies  and tests  on colors  and 
light, I am trying to maximize the possibilities of using light in 
relationship to the colors. 

  Simply the lighting a!ects what colors we see visually, while 
colors are the basis of paintings. Through the experiments on 
colors and light, customized a self-illuminated device behind 
the  canvas  providing  a  light  source.  Once  the  light  comes 
through  from  the  back  of  the  canvas,  it  changes  the 
traditional  color knowledge of the paintings,  which become 
completely  di!erent  from  what  we  normally  see  in  the 
daylight. Capable of penetrating many layers of colors on the 
canvas,  illumination  from  the  canvas  back  leave  the 
conventional  training  of  applying  colors  no  longer 
practical.And this "color study" series committed to exploring 
how light a!ects the colors we see in a painting.



Colour test -XL- Colour Wheel I | 45 cm (W) x 25 cm (H) x 8 cm (L) | Oil on canvas, LED, aluminum, wood | 2016



Colour test -XL- Colour Wheel I | 45 cm (W) x 25 cm (H) x 8 cm (L) | Oil on canvas, LED, aluminum, wood | 2016



title: Colour test -XL- Colour Wheel I

size: 45 cm (W) x 25 cm (H)

medium: Oil on canvas, LED, aluminum, wood

year: 2016

Draft of  Colour test -XL- Colour Wheel I

Colour test -XL- Colour Wheel I 

Testing  6  colors  overlap  layer  by  layer  ,  need  to  wait 

each oil paint's layer to dry, then put another layer on 

and so on ,not is stir the paints to tone the colors.



title: Colour test -XL- Colour Wheel I

size: 45 cm (W) x 25 cm (H)

medium: Oil on canvas, LED, aluminum, wood

year: 2016

Draft of  Colour test -XL- Colour Wheel I



Colour test -XL- Colour Wheel II | 45 cm (W) x 25 cm (H) x 8 cm (L)  | Oil on canvas, LED, aluminum, wood | 2016



Colour test -XL- Colour Wheel II | 45 cm (W) x 25 cm (H) x 8 cm (L)  | Oil on canvas, LED, aluminum, wood | 2016



Draft of  Colour test -XL- Colour Wheel II

Colour test -XL- Colour Wheel I 

Testing  3  layers  with  di!erence  combinations 

between 4 colors  [ Red, Yellow, Green, Blue ] 

(  ex物Red  Yellow  Yellow,  Yellow  Red  Yellow, 
Yellow Yellow Red ) 



Draft of  Colour test -XL- Colour Wheel II



Colour test -XL- Rainbow | 45 cm (W) x 25 cm (H) x 8 cm (L)  | Oil on canvas, LED, aluminum, wood | 2016



Colour test -XL- Rainbow | 45 cm (W) x 25 cm (H) x 8 cm (L)  | Oil on canvas, LED, aluminum, wood | 2016



Draft of  Colour test -XL- Rainbow

Colour test -XL- Rainbow 

Testing  di!erence  combinations  with  the  Rainbow 

colors  [  red,  orange,  yellow,  green,  blue,  indigo, 

purple ] 





Colour Table 
Lighting x XL Oil Painting

(2016)

  54 colors of XL Oil Paint (Pebeo҂, overlap each other to be 
2916 di!erence colors. After the testing, we can easy to find 
out  each  color  paint  characteristicsҁtransparency牧
transmittancy牧color variation ...etc)

  This color table is a painting tools that help me easy to find 
out the colors result by day or night, for create another new 
lighting paintings.



Colour Table - Lighting x XL Oil Painting | 149 cm (W) x 112.5 cm (H)  | Oil on Yupo Lightboxes Sheet, LED Lightbox | 2016



Colour Table - Lighting x XL Oil Painting | 149 cm (W) x 112.5 cm (H)  | Oil on Yupo Lightboxes Sheet, LED Lightbox | 2016









์磓
CALENDAR

COLOR STUDIES

(2017)

  Imagining the forms of time with the paintbrush, CALENDAR is 
experimental and allegorical.12 colors represent 12-months牧one day one 
layer. In this way, testing the effect of different colors with different 
thicknesses牧and then more easy to know the transmittancy of each 
color.


  With the back-lit canvas, each of the paintings is a record of time 
through the layers of paint. On one hand, the calendars are the artist's 
palette in testing the transmittance of different shades of the oil paint; on 
the other hand, they are a display of how much time to spent on the work.


  The box, representing a “calendar day”, might require more than one 
nights to be filled up, depending on the drying rate of particular color or 
paint. As a result, the last box of the month, once filled, also marked the 
finish of the entire year.



Night XL24_Ivory Black lmit  虡粤ἓ 

XL21_Raw Sienna  ኞꗥ 

XL16_Cadmium Green Hue  棰翑 

XL02_Primary Cadmium Yellow Hue  窵棰焗 

XL04_Cadmium Orange Hue  棰ཨ 

XL37_Vivid Pink  犝ᔇ  

XL07_Magenta  ᔳ夺 

XL40_Vivid White  犝ጮ  

XL48_Neutral Grey  Ӿ箜 

XL13_Cerruleum Blue Hue  ॠ萠 

XL10_Prussian Blue  ฦ萠 

XL09_Dioxazine Purple  ԫ࿔麁ᔳ 

size: 45 cm x 25 cm x 8 cm  (each)   

Medium: Oil on canvas, LED 

Year: 2017

CALENDAR_COLOUR STUDIES | 45 cm (W) x 25 cm (H) x 8 cm (L)  x Set of 12 pieces  | Oil on Canvas, LED | 2017 

http://www.simchan.com/oil-painting-calendar_colour-studies.html 

http://www.simchan.com/oil-painting-calendar_colour-studies.html
http://www.simchan.com/oil-painting-calendar_colour-studies.html


Day XL24_Ivory Black lmit  虡粤ἓ 

XL21_Raw Sienna  ኞꗥ 

XL16_Cadmium Green Hue  棰翑 

XL02_Primary Cadmium Yellow Hue  窵棰焗 

XL04_Cadmium Orange Hue  棰ཨ 

XL37_Vivid Pink  犝ᔇ  

XL07_Magenta  ᔳ夺 

XL40_Vivid White  犝ጮ  

XL48_Neutral Grey  Ӿ箜 

XL13_Cerruleum Blue Hue  ॠ萠 

XL10_Prussian Blue  ฦ萠 

XL09_Dioxazine Purple  ԫ࿔麁ᔳ 

size: 45 cm x 25 cm x 8 cm  (each)   

Medium: Oil on canvas, LED 

Year: 2017

  

CALENDAR_COLOUR STUDIES | 45 cm (W) x 25 cm (H) x 8 cm (L)  x Set of 12 pieces  | Oil on Canvas, LED | 2017 

http://www.simchan.com/oil-painting-calendar_colour-studies.html 

http://www.simchan.com/oil-painting-calendar_colour-studies.html
http://www.simchan.com/oil-painting-calendar_colour-studies.html
http://www.simchan.com/oil-painting-calendar_colour-studies.html
http://www.simchan.com/oil-painting-calendar_colour-studies.html






XL09_ Dioxazine Purple  ԫ࿔麁ᔳ 

size: 45 cm x 25 cm x 8 cm  (each)   

Medium: Oil on canvas, LED 

Year: 2017



XL09_ Dioxazine Purple  ԫ࿔麁ᔳ 

size: 45 cm x 25 cm x 8 cm  (each)   

Medium: Oil on canvas, LED 

Year: 2017



XL02_Primary Cadmium Yellow Hue  窵棰焗 

size: 45 cm x 25 cm x 8 cm  (each)   

Medium: Oil on canvas, LED 

Year: 2017



XL02_Primary Cadmium Yellow Hue  窵棰焗 

size: 45 cm x 25 cm x 8 cm  (each)   

Medium: Oil on canvas, LED 

Year: 2017





Process - 
Making of Lightbox











TwinklingCity Series
(2017-2018)



Night 

TwinklingCity   no.14 

 25 cm x 25 cm x 8 cm | Oil on Canvas, LED | 2017 

Day 



Night 

TwinklingCity   no.16 

60cm x 40 cm x 8 cm | Oil on Canvas, LED | 2018 

Day 



TwinklingCity - Mountain I
size: 45 cm x 25 cm x 8 cm (each), 5 pieces
Medium: Oil on canvas, LED, aluminum, plastic box, wood, battery
Year: 2018


